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Thinking with ‘dangerous animals’: 
More-than-human history and SARS-
CoV-2 in East Asia

IAN JARED MILLER
Harvard University, United States of America

Modern life in East Asia has always been a more-than-human affair—populated as 
much by other organisms as people—and those relationships have often been far 
more intimate than we imagine. Modernisation brought people and other animals 
into increasingly close association even as it transformed our landscapes, economies 
and attitudes in ways that can make nature seem more distant.1 The People’s Republic 
of China (PRC), Japan, the Koreas and Taiwan have all seen massive migrations of 
people away from farms into cities, and each nation has been transformed through 
the power of applied science and industrialisation. The essays provided here show us 
how those changes reached out of laboratories and factories into the most personal 
aspects of everyday life, from households to hospitals, even reshaping conceptions 
of ‘family’ and domestic life such that scholars need to learn to talk about them 
in multispecies terms. As Suzanne Barber and Michael Hathaway show, modern 
life has become, for many people in East Asia, a canine affair, with dogs wagging 
their way into hearts and homes at pace with broader changes in political economy. 
A related dynamic shaped encounters with animals at the very edges of emerging 
industrial culture earlier in the twentieth century, when, as Chieh-Ju Wu and Fa-ti 
Fan demonstrate, the irruption of Japanese colonial agents into Taiwan’s tropical 
ecosystems created a veritable epidemic of snakebites. In both cases, modernisation 
brought people and animals closer together rather than pushing them apart, and the 
results of proximity were often violent. Dogs bite, and their bites can carry a virus 
every bit as lethal as snake venom, as Chien-Ling Liu Zeleny notes. Such are the 
dangers of the human–animal encounter. When creatures slip the bonds of human 
control, as they so often do when people disrupt habitats or demand that other 
species conform to human norms, even companions can become threats. These 
papers prompt us to take such dynamics—to take animals—seriously, especially as 
we think about questions of causality, aetiology and agency. Such questions have 
never been more pressing than they are today, when we live in a global moment 
defined by a coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, whose origins are found in the intimate 
violence of East Asia’s more-than-human history.

1  Humans are animals, of course, but I will often choose to use the term ‘animal’ in place of ‘non-human animal’ 
for reasons of clarity and efficiency.
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Origin stories are never simple things, whether framed as ‘just so’ tales for children, 
case histories for clinicians, or memes on social media. This has certainly been the 
case with SARS-CoV-2. Scholars of Asia are rarely surprised by the durability of 
anti-Asian bigotry in the United States and elsewhere in the Western world, but 
we could be forgiven for being surprised by the rapidity with which discussions of 
Covid-19’s beginnings fell into the discursive ruts of anti-Asian racism. Infamously, 
the President of the United States quickly framed the virus in flatly racist terms, 
scapegoating China and fuelling associations between Asian ethnicity and risk of 
infection evocative of the nineteenth-century ‘Yellow Peril’. Unsavoury associations 
came from other directions, too. As early as 2 March 2020, leading scholars of 
animal rights such as Peter Singer and Paola Cavalieri were already writing origin 
stories about the pandemic tracking the virus back to Wuhan’s Huanan Seafood 
Wholesale Market, a so-called ‘wet market’ where live animals are slaughtered in 
front of consumers.2 At the time of writing, the jury is out on the material role 
played by Huanan Market in the spillover of SARS-CoV-2 from one species to 
another, but the vilification of Asian foodways as morally repugnant has a long and 
certain history. There was, we might say in this connection, more than one ‘spillover’ 
around SARS-CoV-2. The virus jumped from some animal host to humanity; at the 
same time, the analysis of this zoonotic episode quickly became a matter of politics 
and identity, and thus a question of history. Such boundary crossings are nothing 
new to historians and humanists, and recent events underline the significance of 
the histories gathered here. Each of this issue’s authors remind us that we cannot 
understand events as complex as the coronavirus pandemic in either scientific terms 
or cultural terms alone. From anti-Asian bias and vaccine hesitancy to the aetiology 
of the disease, the pandemic is always best understood as a matter of biomedicine, 
social dynamics and more.

It is unlikely that explanations of the Covid-19 pandemic will ever settle into 
a single, neat, globally accepted narrative, but it is already obvious that the broad 
contours of our understanding must follow these chapters to deal with exploitation 
of and attitudes towards animals in East Asia. Development and biodiversity loss 
have historically gone hand in hand in the region. The costs are staggering in scale. 
In 2016 the International Union for Conservation of Nature listed 1,500 plant 
and animal species in East Asia as ‘Critically Endangered’, to take just one widely 
accepted index of biodiversity loss. Meanwhile, Japan, Korea and Taiwan are prolific 
exporters of ecological cost, damaging distant places through imports of materials 

2  Peter Singer and Paola Cavalieri, ‘The Two Dark Sides of COVID-19’, Project Syndicate (2 March 2020), 
www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/wet-markets-breeding-ground-for-new-coronavirus-by-peter-singer-and-
paola-cavalieri-2020-03.

http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/wet-markets-breeding-ground-for-new-coronavirus-by-peter-singer-and-paola-cavalieri-2020-03
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/wet-markets-breeding-ground-for-new-coronavirus-by-peter-singer-and-paola-cavalieri-2020-03
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and food for industry and urban populations.3 China is a bit different in this sense. 
Even though the scale of the total overseas environmental impact from the PRC is 
immense due to the size of its population and economy, the majority of the country’s 
massive biodiversity cost has landed domestically. According to one study, 89 per 
cent of the biodiversity impact from China has remained within the boundaries 
of the PRC. That local intensification may be part of the problem in the case of 
coronavirus.4 China’s domestic trade in bat meat, mostly caught wild, offers one of 
the most convincing explanations for Covid’s spillover from an animal host species 
to humans. As of the time of writing, other reservoir candidates include civets, 
pangolins, and, in a different register, people working at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology or the Wuhan centre for Disease Control.5 What are the precursors for 
such activities? Who (or what) drove related changes? How did causality work in 
similar cases? Each of the essays here can help us to think about such questions.

In their study of science and environmental change in Japanese-occupied Taiwan 
prior to the formation of the PRC, Wu and Fan offer a fascinating history that 
underlines interconnections within the East Asia region. SARS-CoV-2 likely 
spilled over to humanity during the sort of ‘forced ecological encounter’ that they 
foreground. That language is striking: what actions ‘forced’ these encounters, and 
how did they work? How do we account for interactions between social forces and 
natural processes in such situations? These questions raise important issues of agency. 
On a broad level, the encounters discussed by Wu and Fan were driven by social 
factors. They were shaped by the market, but their specific development reminds 
us that ‘the market’ is more than paper and abstract capital. Markets are made up 
by and of people and other living things whose actions, feelings and choices matter. 
Markets are often violent and exploitative. In colonial Taiwan, much like the PRC 
today, this was certainly the case. Hotter and wetter than most of Japan, and home 
to distinctive ecologies, many of them sheltered in mountain settings that resisted 
easy exploitation, Taiwan was a crucial source of raw materials for the Japanese 
Empire. The pursuit of those products created such ‘forced’ ecological encounters. 
One key example of this dynamic surrounded the camphor tree, Cinnamomum 
camphora, which provided essential ingredients for products ranging from motion 
picture film to insecticides, perfumes, medicines and explosives. The processing of 

3  Japan, for example, exports 46 per cent of its biodiversity impact, according to Harry C. Wilting et al., 
‘Quantifying Biodiversity Losses Due to Human Consumption: A Global-Scale Footprint Analysis’, Environmental 
Science and Technology 51 (2017), 3298–306, doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.6b05296. This study does not consider 
climate impacts through CO₂ and other emissions. 
4  Ibid.
5  Spencer Bokat-Lindell, ‘Did the Coronavirus Come From a Lab?’, New York Times, 22 June 2021, www.nytimes.
com/2021/06/22/opinion/lab-leak-covid.html, accessed 1 August 2021; David Cyranoski, ‘Mystery deepens over 
animal source of coronavirus’, Nature 579 (2020): 18–19, doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-00548-w; Peng Zhou and 
Zheng-Li Shi, ‘SARS-CoV2 spillover events’, Science 371 (8 January 2021): 120–2, doi.org/10.1126/science.abf6097; 
Spyros Lytras et al., ‘The animal origin of SARS-CoV-2’, Science 373 (27 August 2021): 968–70, doi.org/10.1126/
science.abh0117. 

http://doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.6b05296
http://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/22/opinion/lab-leak-covid.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/22/opinion/lab-leak-covid.html
http://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-020-00548-w
http://doi.org/10.1126/science.abf6097
http://doi.org/10.1126/science.abh0117
http://doi.org/10.1126/science.abh0117
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these trees for oil was a significant driver pushing people into snake habitats. As Wu 
and Fan show, harvesting camphor was a destructive process. Trees were often 
felled, chipped and rendered for crude oil on-site, deep in forests. Crude oil was 
then shipped to the metropole for further processing. Industrial need at the centre 
of imperial development, then, brought people into some of the least developed 
spaces in Taiwan, forcing snakes into violent encounters with agents of imperial 
capitalism. Occupied Taiwan was the world’s largest provider of camphor prior to 
the Second World War. Loss of access to Taiwanese camphor oil in the war drove the 
development of synthetic substitutes in the United States and Europe that are now 
standard around the world, notably petroleum-based plastics.

‘Place matters’, Wu and Fan argue, and they show us how geography conditioned 
the actions of people and animals alike, defining the scope of possible action. The 
history of camphor is instructive in this sense. Camphor’s distinctive ecology did not 
‘force’ encounters—the term implies an intentionality that is lacking for trees6—but 
it surely shaped them. The trees grew in forests that were home to more than snakes. 
Indigenous Taiwanese also called those mountains home and, like the snakes, they 
responded to imperial violence in kind, but with considerably greater impact. 
Snakes and people alike were framed as impediments to the ‘civilising’ mission of 
a racialised Japanese capitalist imperialism, cast by those in the metropole as out of 
sync with the march of progress. In such more-than-human histories, we gain an 
important perspective on the dynamics of bigotry: the ways that some people are 
made to seem less than human to serve political ends. Science and engineering joined 
brute military force as part of the Japanese answer to the problem of resistance, 
shaping practices designed to facilitate continued exploitation of the Taiwanese 
environment rather than questioning the desirability of such actions on rigorously 
reasoned scientific or ethical grounds. Snakebites were to be addressed through the 
development of antivenom, for example, and electricity famously provided a way 
to keep indigenous Taiwanese ‘contained’ via the creation of a huge electric fence 
rather than through a  reconsideration of destructive development itself.7 In East 
Asia then, as with certain responses to the pandemic today, technological optimism 
shaped efforts to manage the negative outcomes of developmentalism.8

Wu and Fan underline another key element when they show us how other animals 
mattered to their history of science: the multispecies nature of scientific work. This 
is a crucial innovation in the literature, and it is front and centre here. More-than-
human history asks us to recognise diversity on either side of the human–animal 

6  On trees and communication, see: Suzanne S. Simard, Finding the Mother Tree: Discovering the Wisdom of the 
Forest (New York: Knopf, 2021).
7  On indigeneity and violence in occupied Taiwan: Paul D. Barclay, Outcast of Empire: Japan’s Rule on Taiwan’s 
‘Savage Border’ (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2018).
8  On the history of the ‘technological fix’, see Lisa Rosner, ed., The Technological Fix: How People Use Technology 
to Create and Solve Problems (New York: Routledge, 2004).
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dyad. The history of animal use in biomedical research is robust in science studies, 
especially the standardisation of fruit flies and white mice as model organisms.9 
The Taiwan story brings a rather larger actor into the experimental story, however: 
horses. Wu and Fan do us a service when they allow their history to reach beyond 
the laboratory itself, tracking the arrival of decommissioned warhorses into their 
history of science. In following the equines’ histories, the science of their study 
becomes more accurately embedded in social and political dynamics. Horses were an 
important military technology in Japan and around the world well into the modern 
era. The Imperial Japanese Army commissioned hundreds of thousands of horses 
for military use because they were better suited to moving ordinance and materials 
across Asia’s mountains and rice paddies than trucks. Those animals continued 
to find use as donor animals for antivenom production after they were no longer 
robust enough to carry officers or heavy loads. These ‘useful animals’ (yūyō dōbutsu), 
to borrow a phrase commonly used by Japanese scientists, then, continued to be 
made useful to empire even late in life. While cattle and other species were used in 
similar experimental work in other nations, horses were used in Taiwan’s antivenom 
laboratories because their supply was stable due to state policy. Supply chains play 
decisive and often invisible roles in the practice of science.

Warhorses were vehicles of ideology as well as transport in imperial Japan. They 
were useful symbols. Featured as ‘war heroes’ in the empire’s network of more than 
a dozen zoological gardens and written about in places as diverse as children’s bedtime 
stories and mass circulation newspapers, horses were media of state propaganda. 
Technocrats in imperial Japan understood the power of animals to short circuit 
readers’ critical faculties, converting ideology into sentiment thanks to their natural 
naivete.10 After all, how could a horse have an ideology?

Animals may or may not ‘have’ personal ideologies, but there is little question that 
they can play important roles in shaping human understandings of ourselves and 
the world. Barber and Hathaway expand our understanding of a key ideological 
mechanism—the power of animals to appear apolitical, grounding ideology in 
appeals to their simple nature or through animal charisma—when they bring us 
into present-day China. They do this by focusing on the totem animal of global 
bourgeois culture: the dog. Few species have done a better job co-evolving with 
human beings than Canis familiaris, and none with greater affect. As Zeleny notes 
in her finely wrought history of rabies vaccine policy in China, dogs have become 
the most widely kept pet in East Asia, echoing similar dynamics in the United 

9  Classic examples include Robert E. Kohler, Lords of the Fly: Drosophila Genetics and the Experimental Life 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994) and Karen A. Rader, Making Mice: Standardizing Animals for 
American Biomedical Research, 1900–1955 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004), doi.org/ 10.1515/ 
9780691187587.
10  On warhorses in Japan: Ian J. Miller, ‘Military Animals: The Zoological Gardens and the Culture of Total 
War’, in The Nature of the Beasts: Empire and Exhibition at the Tokyo Imperial Zoo (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2013), 95–119, doi.org/10.1525/california/9780520271869.003.0004.

http://doi.org/10.1515/9780691187587
http://doi.org/10.1515/9780691187587
http://doi.org/10.1525/california/9780520271869.003.0004
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States and around the world. Pet-keeping has a long history in the region. Its scale 
and character have evolved together with modern consumer capitalism, tracking 
the emergence of bourgeois societies from Meiji Japan (1868–1912) to the PRC 
today, where the pet industry saw a compound growth rate of nearly 50 per cent 
from 2010 to 2016 alone.11 In China, as elsewhere, dogs have charmed their way 
to the centre of sentimental life, co-creating domestic cultures with people in rural 
and urban settings, where they have become late-modern cultural media on a par 
with the warhorses mobilised by imperial Japanese technocrats. East Asian popular 
culture is rife with photos and videos of dogs and other domesticates, especially cats. 
Those images shape public sentiment via social media and other avenues.

What are the political implications of this popular cultural dynamic? Given their 
scale, it is obvious that scholars who ignore such more-than-human dynamics limit 
their ability to understand human society, not to mention environmental issues. 
Significantly, China’s dogs have lent their symbolic power to civil society as much 
as to state agendas. Just as dogs can oscillate between ‘pet’ and ‘pest’, as Zeleny 
illustrates, depending on context, behaviour and ownership, so too does their 
symbolic versatility lend itself to creative uses by advocates and activists. As dogs 
have snuggled their way into owners’ hearts and homes, they have also required 
changes in policy, as each of the articles on dogs demonstrates.

In the Chinese case, canine charisma has taken on political significance, facilitating 
changes in urban governance and animal welfare policy in the middle of the 
twentieth century, as Zeleny shows, and opening discursive space for something 
like ‘rights talk’—discussions of rights of various sorts—in China today, as Barber 
and Hathaway show. Rights-oriented political discourse has been suppressed, often 
violently, under Chinese President Xi Jinping, but in their focus on pet-keeping 
in the Pearl River Delta, Barber and Hathaway reveal the ways that discussions 
around dogs, pet policies and animal welfare have created space for political contests 
that run adjacent to explicit discussions of rights. The apolitical appearance of 
charismatic animals—whose status runs adjacent to but distinct from that of the 
human subject—has opened space in China for discussions of topics that might be 
impossible for more obviously ideological (and human-oriented) issues. This aspect 
has intersected with the ways that animals bridge between discussions of science and 
discussions of society, as Zeleny shows. When animals become ‘vectors’ of disease 
rather than ‘companions’, they shift from regimes of protection of animal rights or 
well-being to protection of the human community, often with lethal implications 
for non-human animals. This dynamic carries obvious significance in today’s world. 
Should bat populations in China be culled like urban dog populations were during 

11  Aaron Skabelund, Empire of Dogs: Canines, Japan, and the Making of the Modern Imperial World (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 2011), doi.org/10.7591/cornell/9780801450259.001.0001; Yiqing Wang, ‘Dogs and 
Cats Have a “Pet Economy” of Their Own’, China Daily, 6 October 2018, www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2018-
10/06/content_37024269.htm, accessed 21 October 2021.

http://doi.org/10.7591/cornell/9780801450259.001.0001
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2018-10/06/content_37024269.htm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2018-10/06/content_37024269.htm
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rabies scares earlier in the twentieth century, or should the consumption side of 
‘spillover’ be targeted, with penalties for people who eat certain species? Zeleny’s 
case study of anti-rabies policy suggests several possible implications of the SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic for wild species that may be associated with the virus, not least the 
likely scapegoating of any species elevated as a ‘source’ for SARS-CoV-2’s spillover. 
Language is revealing in this case, shifting the primary agency of change from its 
obvious source, people, to animals, who become the ‘source’ of the problem.

Sentiment plays a powerful role in these stories, and not only in human terms. 
Zeleny, Barber and Hathaway model ways to expand our analytics when it comes 
to histories involving animals. We see more accurately when we follow them to 
recognise this simple fact of animal life: they feel and have feelings. Such recognition 
allows us to better understand the animals themselves, as creatures who merit 
moral consideration, and it also enhances our understandings of human behaviour 
in the past, when the actors in our histories engaged with other animals, almost 
certainly influenced by the interchange of emotion across species. Put simply, people 
feel things about animals—fear, affection, disdain and so on. Animals are living, 
breathing creatures whose actions often shape human choices, especially in the 
realm of emotion, but also in a host of other aspects, from predation to labour. 
Non-human animals are neither inert objects akin to artworks nor ‘texts’ to be read, 
even though they are sometimes bought and sold as commodities. Certainly, the 
essays in this journal show us the benefits that come when we expand our method in 
these ways. Failure to recognise this peculiarity weakened earlier histories of science 
focused on experimental uses of animals or field biology, for example. The best 
work in this space has allowed for the fact of affect in researchers’ dealings with 
their animals and followed Wu and Fan’s approach to recognise the biophysical 
significance of particular species’ selection as model organisms or in other aspects of 
laboratory work.12 Similarly, in their focus on dogs, Barber, Hathaway and Zeleny 
reveal aspects of the Chinese past that would otherwise remain opaque.

This returns us to the question of causality, and the ways that we can continue 
to tease out more nuanced histories of science and environment. Environmental 
historians have become increasingly cognisant of the fact that dogs, horses, snakes 
and other creatures cannot be understood as passive in historical processes. Neither, 
however, are they fully self-conscious ‘agents’ on a par with the idealised conception 
of agency offered by earlier scholars, who foregrounded active intention, forethought 
and planning as definitive. Each year brings greater realisation from the biological 
sciences of the complex intellectual and emotional worlds of intelligent animals 
such as Corvidae (crows, magpies, rooks, jays) and elephants, but finding such 

12  Key works on laboratory research include Anita Guerrini, Experimenting with Humans and Animals: From 
Galen to Animal Rights (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003) and Lesley Sharp, Animal Ethos: 
The Morality of Human–Animal Encounters in Experimental Lab Science (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 2018), doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv86ddjb.

http://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv86ddjb
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things should not erase our recognition of diversity and distinctiveness across and 
within species—we need to think with rigorous specificity in these cases rather than 
arguing for blanket abstractions such as ‘animal agency’—and it only takes us so 
far in understanding the role of animal actors in historical processes. These essays 
provide us with an important reminder of the possibilities of historical work, and 
the importance of recognising the limitations of our discipline. Each of our authors 
situate events in richly contextualised time and place, showing us that ‘agency’ as such 
does not exist outside of historical time and lived experience, human and otherwise. 
It is always conditional and relational when explored outside of the world of texts. 
And, crucially, understandings of agency, causality and change in historical time 
must always be understood as mediated by the limitations of our archival sources. 
We can explore the possibility of ‘animal agency’, but to claim to have found it in 
our materials is to exceed their possible contents. We risk speaking for the animals 
while we imagine that we are listening to them, a kind of ‘Dr Dolittle history’. 
In doing so, we risk diminishing the rich specificity of the past as it is available to 
us. The contribution here is to step beyond such either/or analysis, embedding key 
dynamics useful in understanding our world today in historical contexts that reveal 
the diverse roles played by non-human actors in crucial processes of change. This 
is timely and important work that asks us to think more carefully about SARS-
CoV-2 and the ways that we may begin to more fully understand the virus’s place 
in historical time.
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